Increase customer safety and convenience while increasing pharmacy productivity and profitability. Offering compliance packaging to your clients is smart business. Using DosePlanner makes it easy!

### Company Background

Eiger Creative LLC was founded in 2004 as a software development and consulting company. The founder and employees have been involved in IT for over 30 years. Together they bring a rich variety of skills in the areas of retail, healthcare, pharmacy, marketing, accounting, and customer service. Throughout the many changes in the area of IT, Eiger Creative has maintained a commitment of delivering best of breed solutions to its clients.

The DosePlanner family of products and services exemplify our commitment to bringing products to the pharmaceutical market that can truly help our clients grow their business.

### Product Overview

Compliance packaging enhances patient safety and the patient’s overall experience. There are so many packaging choices available in today’s fast-paced society. Although the mention of compliance packaging technology may call to mind visions of old plastic med-boxes that never quite matched up perfectly with a patient’s needs, the market has, in fact, evolved into a technologically sophisticated and rapidly growing space that fulfills a wide variety of dispensing requirements. Like all technology, compliance packaging has in recent years grown more powerful, integrated, and complex.

There can be many reasons why patients do not comply with their medication schedules. Some patients may not understand why or how to take their medication, while others may have a visual impairment causing them difficulty in reading the fine print on medication containers. No matter what the cause, prescription compliance is a real problem. Medical professionals are working to solve this problem with tools and programs that educate, alert, remind, and encourage patients to stay on track with their medications.

Are you contributing to your patient’s confidence, safety, and overall experience?

Compliance packaging can make this happen. DosePlanner makes it easy!

### Product Specifications

With DosePlanner, you get:

- An easy-to-use design, providing a high level of confidence in packing accuracy.
- Support for a variety of packaging styles.
- The flexibility to create labeling on-demand.
- Integration with many popular pharmacy management software systems.
- Reporting tools to help streamline business operations.
- A selection of reports to aid you and your customers.

DosePlanner software is cloud-based and can be accessed from any workstation in your pharmacy. No extra equipment to purchase! DosePlanner interfaces with many popular pharmacy management systems software packages, providing greater options and flexibility to meet your customer demand.

DosePlanner is dedicated to providing best in class technology, solution consulting, and hands-on support, ensuring our customers are equipped with the resources to advance pharmacy practice.

### Testimonial

“DosePlanner is a great choice for blister packaging software. We’ve worked with DosePlanner for a while now and it’s refreshing to work with someone who has the knowledge, experience, and integrity that they have. DosePlanner is a stand-up company that I can highly recommend.”

— Staci Dionne, LTC Manager, Beacon Prescriptions, New Britain, CT

### Additional Product Modules

- **DosePlanner PMS Interface**
  
  PMS Interface is an optional module designed to increase pharmacy productivity by reducing the need for double entry of patient and prescription data. The interface automatically captures data from the pharmacy management system to keep the DosePlanner system synchronized.

- **DosePlanner Electronic Report Delivery**
  
  ERD is an optional component for DosePlanner that allows the pharmacy to generate and deliver reports to a secure cloud-based repository specifically designated for their client’s access.

### Ordering Information

To learn how DosePlanner can help your pharmacy grow, contact us by email at info@DosePlanner.com or by phone at (860) 584-2284.